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Abstract: Proactive event management is part of the complex event processing theory. The main goal of proactive event
management is to predict the next phase problems. Transportation processes management is one of the proactive event
management applications where several quality attributes need to be accommodated to provide the best service experience.
However, transportation companies are facing many challenges related to stochastic events which, in turn, impede the
companies’ progress. To address these challenges, a prediction model using Artificial Neural Network (ANN) with Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO) is proposed. The model simulates event processing and is applied to the cargo shipments dataset
with the objective of minimizing predefined violations. Three methodologies are presented and compared based on the accuracy
of the classifier; all data combined, prediction with feature selection, and prediction with clustering. Results show that the
prediction with clustering method provides the best performance among the three proposed methods with a prediction accuracy
of 99.62%.
Keywords: Business Data Processing, Prediction Modeling, Metaheuristic Algorithms, Failure Analysis, PSO, Forecasting,
Neural Network Applications, Transportation.

1. Introduction
Complex event processing theory is the method of modeling an organization or a company as a complex system, and
tracking and analyzing its events processes by capturing its environment behaviors, and using collected information from
available resources. The model needs to be adaptive and dynamic with all the changes occur in such complex system, and able
to simulate all available rules between the system’s active elements (Lundberg, 2006). On the other hand, proactive event
management is the method of using these information about the process to predict and forecast potential problems in the system.
This, in turn, will help in proactively handling these problems and improving both the process and the service experience in
the organization (Metzger et al., 2015). In order to track and analyze event processing, sequence events information in a
temporal complex system need to be collected and recorded. The logs of these events can be utilized to extract meaningful
patterns in the complex system and can help in providing an accurate prediction model to the system (Nguyen, et al., 2016).
Furthermore, a valid design that can measure Quality-of-Service (QoS), simulate different execution environments, and address
possible problems that can occur in the system is crucial in decision management (Teixeira, et al., 2015).
Many techniques are used for predictive monitoring in event management. These techniques include: data mining,
QoS aggregation, constraint satisfaction, and machine learning. van Dongen, et al. (2008) used data mining to estimate the
remaining cycle time using non-parametric regression. The algorithm is performed on a collected data of activity durations as
continuous variables and provided a prediction of the completion event time. Clustering and data mining were used by Di
Francescomarino, et al. (2016). All events were firstly grouped based on their workflow using a clustering technique. Then,
supervised learning data mining methods such as decision tree and random forest were performed to predict violations. Finally,
predictive monitoring was applied to help in proactive decision management.
Process mining tools are utilized in QoS aggregation. For instance, ProM tool was employed by van der Aalst, et al.
(2011). Such tools utilize event logs and observations to estimate each event’s starting points and predicts possible violations.
On the other hand, empirically measures and possible process scenarios can be used to define a number of constraints at each
process point. These constraints can be employed to model Service Level Agreements (SLA) and process violations. Hence, a
prediction of QoS level can be performed at each process step and a proactive decision can be made accordingly. This method
is referred to as the constraint satisfaction (Ivanovic, et al., 2011). Nevertheless, among all available techniques in the literature,
machine learning shows potential to provide the most efficient prediction monitoring for proactive event management (Tax, et
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